
Newbury Astronomical Society  Committee Meeting  5th January 2022

Held at Stockcross Village Hall

On Zoom: Alan Wyles, Julie Armstrong, Peter Bendall, Jonathan Saunders, Mark Gray

Present in room: Chris Douglas, Richard Fleet, Nicky Fleet, Steve Knight, Tony Hersh, Chris Hooker, George 
Sallit, Kath Nurse, David Boyd, Ann Davies, Steve Harris

Minutes and Matters Arising:  Accepted. No comments

Review of Face to Face meetings and Zoom: General feeling is that the room is too small. We cope whilst 
numbers are low but it wouldn't work if all members were present.  Also major problems with wi fi 
affecting  people joining on zoom but also people in the room who wait for the technology to work. Agreed 
to continue there until our existing booking completes after February, then to re assess.

Kath will contact Mencap to see if we can return to their venue. (Now done: Present regulations still 
necessary due to their vulnerable clients. Email sent to CEO to let us know once they are able to take 
bookings)

Beginners:  Steve H is concerned that we get beginners to the meetings once we are face to face next 
week, we need to get advertising out. Also there were some concerns about Stockcross being out of town. 
It was felt that Greenham Church Hall was also out of town and people needed to come by car to those 
meetings.  We should encourage people to share lifts if it proves a difficult venue for some without 
transport.

Agreed that first session will cover the JWST as it is topical. Nicky plans to make the sessions more 
interactive and hands on with observing when weather permits

Main Meeting:  Next meeting on the 7th January is with Stuart Eves who will be speaking from Maldives on 
'Space Traffic Control' . Chris H has offered to give a second half talk.   February meeting was due to be Paul 
Abel as speaker, he is now unable to attend.

Ann is still trying for further speakers for upcoming meetings. We agreed that to concentrate on 3 months 
ahead  might be enough to do at a time. 

Finance: 79 members have signed up for this season ( now 81)  Some people still haven't sent in their 
membership form which will affect our ability to claim the full Gift Aid .

Insurance: Agreed that we need to update our Insurance to ensure that all events are fully covered.

AGM: Agreed that if possible we will run face to face AGM meeting this year as we were not able to do so 
last year.

AOB:  Steve H will check whether Thorngrove School still plans to go ahead with Astronomy event on 7th 
February. He will also check on whether we will be invited to Young Farmers event later in the year but 
Peter confirmed that booking can go ahead.

Mary Hare unable to take us at the moment due to Covid.



Chris Hooker explained that the RAL event this year is to be 4th February which coincides with our main 
meeting. He has discussed with the organisers who have agreed to put us on early .  Steve K, Chris H, 
George, Steve H and Nicky have offered to help with talks.  Also, weather permitting, there may be an 
option for live practical Astronomy.

Ann mentioned that she would like us to consider a replacement for her in finding speakers as she doesn't 
wish to  continue for much longer.  Whilst understanding and accepting her decision to step down soon we 
all agreed that she has contributed a considerable amount in getting speakers for us and enduring much 
time and energy in doing so over many years. A replacement of her calibre will prove very difficult.

Nickys son Jason has been looking at the website, he has various comments basically about the site being 
old,  Nicky read out the thoughts of Jason and as a result it was agreed that Chris Douglas and Mark Gray 
should discuss with him on the best way to update it. 

Next Meeting: to be arranged for around April time.

 


